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MOMENTS
Dorothea Gravina

/^\UR Hon. Editor is suffering from the illusion that my life has
been packed full of lurid, incredible, and unexpected happenings, and that some of them should be set down on paper. But
looking back over the even tenor of the years it is hard to find
anything of interest to anyone, and certainly nothing incredible.
Everything seemed to happen quite normally.
From time to time there have of course been moments that
added a spice to the humdrum round; a passion for hills of every
shape or size, and an incurable wanderlust, led to many chancy
moments getting to the tops of things, striding over impossible
stretches of country, exploring docks and ships in strange ports and
backstreets in strange cities; then the hobo days, sleeping under
hedges and haystacks; and the sailing era which also had its
moments. Later were added the complete contrasts which make
life such fun, a kaleidoscope of people and occasions, the heights
and the depths and everything in between. Yes, it has been fun.
There were of course, moments.
I remember hiring a 3-ton cutter, I and a friend and a young
lieutenant R.N. who later attained eminence in his career. There
was a strong breeze as we left one of our moorings, I was on the
cabin top securing something when the boom swung over unexpectedly and knocked me neatly into the drink; the ship set off for a
mass of anchored craft like a charging bull. I had maintained
contact with my ship by grabbing the end of the boom; the Royal
Navy at the helm repeatedly tried to haul in the mainsheet to give
me a chance to clamber aboard but also repeatedly had to let it go
at the critical moment to avoid hitting other craft, and down I went
again, head under; eventually the manoeuvre was crowned with
success and I was hauled on board. There was no time to bother
about being wet through till many hours later, too much to do in
that wild wind; after an exciting night passage we found ourselves
in a gale; before we could reach port first one and then the other of
our headsails blew to ribbons; we rigged our spare jib but that went
too. We saw the great Shamrock dismasted and other sea-going
yachts with their tackle trailing alongside, and thought any moment
we would be swamped by those enormous following waves that
towered above us with their ominous white crests curling over our
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heads, ready to crash down before our stern could lift and slide
down into the next vertical trough. At last we crept into Southampton
Water, but then the tide set against us and suddenly we saw the vast
bulk of the Mauritania coming up astern. Of course steam gives
way to sail, but in that murky weather and our battered sailless state
we felt very very small and invisible in the path of that gigantic
ship. With one accord we tore up the floorboards and paddled for
dear life. The great ship never swerved from her course, she swept
on inexorably through the spot where we had been a few moments
before. Two hours later we were anchored off Hythe, stretched out
on our bunks, full to the brim with food and drink and warmth, and
that profound contentment so familiar to all in hut, harbour or tent,
after a battle with the elements on mountain, sea, or hills.
At sea again in a small liner with very tall masts, off the East
Coast of Africa. We had looked at those masts for a long time; it
seemed a pity to leave them unclimbed; we didn't, we went up the
mainmast like a couple of scalded cats, right to the top. Luckily
the Captain spotted us from the Bridge and had the wireless turned
off just in time. Also luckily he was a good friend of ours so the
ensuing interview in his cabin was not as painful as it should have
been. Another mast climb, an old sailing ship in Portsmouth Harbour, in a heavy swell. I shall never forget the terrifying effect of
that wildly swaying rigging, the higher one got the wider the swing
over the water, and the more awful that bit of overhang onto each
higher layer of mast. I have had a great respect for the climbing
abilities and courage of those old sailors ever since.
Africa was full of enchantment in those far off days, the lure
and mystery of those limitless distances, the strange tribes and customs, the nights spent out in the bush under those brilliant stars,
listening to the sounds of the wildlife all around. There were
moments when the wildlife wasn't quite so romantic; we had been
out shooting one night and were riding home by moonlight when the
horses suddenly winded the wild elephants and bolted; mine
stumbled over a root and shot me off head first into the bush. I was
on that horse again in record time, convinced that the elephants
were close behind, and rode hell for leather. I was reminded of that
incident recently when being chased by an enormous yak down a
village street in Nepal, but this time had to light off on foot and run
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like a redshank. Africa again, by the source of the Nile, where the
water came pouring out of Lake Victoria and tumbling down Speke's
Falls, with drifts of flamingoes flying around like pink clouds and
the fish leaping up to incredible heights. It was very hot and there
was a lovely bathing pool of still water, by an old tree, just the place
for a bathe; but we changed our minds rather rapidly about that
bathe when we noticed the old log lying in the water had two eyes
at one end. Which reminds me of the friends I stayed with in the
Transvaal; I was shown to my room, a nice little round mud hut
with a thatched roof and a mud floor, and a stable type door. My
hostess explained that the hole by the floor was the home of a black
mamba, one of the most poisonous snakes in Africa, but it was still
hibernating so I had nothing to worry about well, maybe not, but
my suitcase with a large stone in it sat firmly on that hole from then
on; nor was it particularly reassuring to find half a cobra on the mat
outside my door next morning.
East Africa again, in the Usumbara Mountains near Kilimanjaro. I enjoyed going out at dawn and roaming around till
breakfast; one morning I was up in the forest far beyond the coffee
shambas when suddenly there was a great roar from the bushes just
behind me; there was no climbable tree in sight so I shot down a
handy precipice, hoping to heaven whatever it was didn't like
precipices. Wandering alone at dawn is not really a sound pastime
in Africa. One morning early I was in the rain forest by the
Victoria Falls, lost in wonder at that fantastic mass of water
thundering down into the narrow gorge below me. Suddenly I was
conscious of movement behind and looking round saw that I was
surrounded by baboons stealthily creeping up on me, their little
eyes fixed in a sinister stare. There was no retreat except into the
gorge, and I remembered the horrific tales I had heard, of people
who panicked. So I walked through them, very slowly and deliberately, whistling a tune, never turning my back on them, never taking
my eyes off the great big one the size of a man, obviously the leader.
My hair was standing on end, but though they followed they kept
their distance.
There was a bit of an unexpected moment in Bermuda, camping
by the sea in a small tent. In the middle of the night I was conscious someone was near, not a sound just a feel. Very quietly I
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wriggled out of my blanket and crouched mallet in hand. Someone
was creeping up behind a bush beside my tent. I waited. Then a
woolly head slowly rose above the bush, outlined against the stars.
Convinced that attack is the best defence, I shot out of my tent with
a fierce roar, brandishing the mallet, whereupon the head vanished
and a figure shot off among the bushes with me in full pursuit, both
flat out. But he got to the road first, leapt onto a bicycle and went
scorching off as if all the fiends in hell were after him.
Autumn 1932 and a plan to walk from Adelboden to the South
Tyrol, through the Bergamo Alps. All went according to plan till
somewhere near the Italian frontier, where I spent the night in a
shepherd's hut, cooking our supper together over the hot ashes; he
was an interesting old boy who had been a smuggler (and no doubt
still was!) and had some fine tales to tell. I soon discovered that
the sheep, goats and dogs all shared the hut at night, so I retired to
a top shelf where I could look down on the bleating and baaing
turmoil below. Life began again before dawn, and I set off to cross
the frontier. Those were the high days of Mussolini with frenzied
activity on all Italy's frontiers. I crept over the high pass in the half
light and down into the forest on the Italian side; then a guard dog
spotted me, two armed soldiers rushed out of a lean-to and I was
captured. Great arguments as to what to do with me; finally we
marched off down the mountain, a soldier on each side, rifles and
bayonets at the ready! I wondered what happened to the frontier
while they were away. By the time we reached their military post
two hours later, one of my escorts had decided I would make an
ideal mountain wife for him; would I marry him? His parents
would be so pleased to have an Inglesa daughter, they owned a house
in the plains and some vines so I would be alright and he was expecting promotion any day now. I thanked him kindly but didn't
think I wanted to settle down just yet. He was desolated. Four hours
at the military post, they could make nothing of my passport; my
rucksack was unpacked, everything noted down, especially the
maps, ordinary tourist type; finally we all settled down to write the
official report, a cheerful friendly affair, the officers, orderlies, cooks,
sweepers, locals, and the prisoner. Down the mountain again, four
guards now, to a more superior post, the carabinieri, the frontier
police; more formality here, forms of all sorts, the date of birth of
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my paternal grandmother, Christian name of my maternal grandfather etc. I answered everything with great conviction and hoped
they wouldn't count up the generations. Rucksack searched again,
contents noted down, maps scrutinised. I was given a meal and a
few hours later off we went again, still under guard but in a car now,
we were rising in the world. Surely we must be nearing the top of
the hierarchy and the next stop would be Mussolini himself. I was
taken to a huge labarinthine palace in Domodossola; our marching
footsteps echoed down the stone corridors, past all the mere offices,
up to the holy of holies. I was ushered into a vast room, the door
closed behind me, I was alone. But no, a pleasant man in mufti
came forward to greet me, glanced at my passport, shook hands and
said I was free. Two minutes. I ran down the street before anyone
had time to change their minds.
Later on that trip I lost my map and had to guess the rest. The
weather broke and I had to cross a high pass in a blizzard, with knee
deep soft snow and much floundering off course; there was no sign
of the track. Decided against building an igloo and battled on in
the gathering dark. The highest passes lay ahead and winter was
already here, I must push on. Downhill at last, but the first cluster
of chalets were obviously closed for the winter, not even a byre open.
My frozen legs must stagger on to the next village. It was already
9 p.m. and I had been going non-stop since 6 that morning, so it
was rather a relief to see a faint light in an old chalet, and to receive
a wonderful welcome, a warm fire, hot milk, and a place in the hay.
Finally the most unlikely avalanche, on the practice slopes at
Andermatt. One minute about a dozen of us were ski-ing happily,
spread out across the slope, the next minute I heard an ominous
shshshsh above me and saw the whole mountainside rushing down
towards us. I swung my skis downhill but knew there was no
escape. The most frightening moment is just before it hits you.
There was a roar as it knocked me down, and poured over my head,
everything in a muddled jumble of split second happenings and
engulfing snow; then I found I could work an arm free and clear
the snow from my face and so gradually dug myself out. Not a sign
of anyone, just a desolation of tumbled snow, the air still thick with
snow spume. But soon I saw the end of a stick in the snow and my
uncle still on the other end of it, and then we were digging out others.
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Army training units appeared like magic with long metal rods and
enthusiastically prodded the whole area; I was thankful to be out
before they got busy.
The future ? Looking forward enormously to another 25 or 30
years of dreary existence, brightened perhaps with an odd unexpected moment or two. But an even greater delight will be to hear of
the new generations launching out on the much bigger adventures
and excitements now open to them. May they enjoy all that comes
to them as much as I have.
These are insignificant little incidents but they are set down
here in the hope that others in the Club with much more exciting
moments to record will do so for our entertainment.
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THE ENGLISH LADIES' CLIMBING
DELEGATION TO TURKEY, 1963
Margaret Darvall

VOU need not go with C. E. Montague all the way back to the
apes to explain the pleasures of climbing. Part of the fun is
going back a few centuries or even a few years. It is too late to
play at being Whymper in the Alps but you can still do it in Turkey.
No guides, no guidebooks, no huts, almost no other climbers we
met two in three weeks and the nomads and their goats certainly did
not belong to the 2()th century. Of course, you can have all this on
a grand scale in the Himalayas but Turkey is nearer, cheaper and
simpler and does not need the clutter of a big expedition. Camping,
too, is simpler when it never rains. There was nothing to shut out
but the stars and the donkeys and most of us did not bother with
tents.
We used ice axes and crampons only once, on the North Face
of Erciyas (18,000 feet). The snow was surprisingly good so that
5 a.m. was an early enough start and the top few hundred feet
needed step cutting. The East Summit was a walk along the ridge
but the West Summit was the best rock climb we had. The conditions were ideal, a windless day and dry rock, but the chimney
still looked intimidating. The others were out of sight round the
corner and the drop below went down to the glacier. There was
only one awkward move but everyone found that difficult both up
and down. The top was worth the trouble for the view as well as
the satisfaction of having arrived there. Erciyas is an isolated
mountain and the next high ground was the Ala Dag range about
sixty miles away, where we were going.
Our main objective was Demirkasik the highest peak in the
range (12,200 ft.). Sidney Nowill who gave us endless kindness and
help in planning and making the trip had given explicit instructions
but based on experience earlier in the summer and the description
and the timing were difficult to reconcile with the much drier conditions we found. We spent one day reconnoitring and still could
not agree. Alastair, Katharine and Alwine had found one route and
Esme and I another. After poring over the maps and comparing
notes we decided (wrongly as it turned out) to try Esme's and my
route first.
11
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Next morning, fortified by Dorothy's omelettes, \ve followed
the gorge up and over one false col after another never seeing the
snow couloir which was the key to the ascent. It was not until we
were on a ridge at the head of the valley that we saw the summit.
The South West Ridge seemed to lead straight to it but the route
looked smooth and very steep and we did not know whether anyone
had ever been that way or whether the climbing would be too hard
for us.
The first section of the ridge was the worst part of the day. We
were traversing smooth slabs gritty with gravel and pebbles; the
climbing needed concentration but was never interesting enough to
make us forget the glaring heat. Worst of all, we had not much
hope of getting to the top. We eventually decided to save energy
by dumping everything, rucksacks and cameras, and making a bid
for the summit; we knew that we should have to turn back before
long if we were to be back in camp that night. We had by now seen
two little figures on the ridge ahead of us and knew that someone
was going the same way and seemed to be making progress, but we
had no idea whether they were climbers much above our standard.
The ridge still looked hard though Alwine was more optimistic than
the rest of us about it.
As soon as we got moving again, things began to look better.
The climbing was fun now, slab after slab of limestone so rough that
you could climb it almost anywhere. The gulleys were hopelessly
loose but the slabs were good clean rock. A few hundred feet from
the summit we met the two climbers we had seen earlier two
Austrians who had come over from the Yedi Gol where we planned
to go next. We found from the book on the summit that we were
on a standard route; a British party had been on it earlier that year.
Still, it had given us most of the fun if none of the credit of a first
ascent.
The way back was not so simple. The splendid rough slabs
were a good deal harder to go down than up. The route was not
easy to find and the absence of belays was sometimes a worry.
Alastair triumphantly banged in a piton to give us security for one
The £amardi Valley with Demirkasik and Little Demirkasik
in the background.
Photo: A. Gebbie
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awkward pitch but that was the only place where there was a suitable
crack and for several hundred feet we were moving cautiously one
at a time without even the pretence of belays. It was very slow
going and it was dark long before we got back to camp. The rocks
and the thistles (our only real complaint about camping in Turkey)
took a long time to negotiate and we were out nineteen hours all told.
Millicent, Harry, Dorothy and Marjorie had a superb supper waiting
for us though personally I was too sleepy to do justice to it.
We must have been fit by then for we were not much later than
usual in getting up next day and the rough track to Yedi Gol did not
seem hard going to us though it was a bad day for the donkeys. We
had not realised what we were asking when we insisted that Ibrahim
(the donkey man) should take us there. We finally camped by a
spring near the col as it was too late to descend to the valley that
night. There is always a holiday picnic air about an unplanned
camp. It was a beautiful site too, but very cold.
Next day we dropped down to Yedi Gol to the best camp we
had, in an idyllic position on the edge of one of the lakes. We did
some pleasant ridge scrambles from there and climbed the Klagenfurter Turm, a short rock climb on rough slabs very like the rock on
Demirkasik. There were miles of unclimbed peaks to tempt us to
come back. Courteous nomads visited us, brought us yoghourt and
liked our biscuits and old tins.
That was our last camp and the party was dwindling. Babs
and Frank Solari had left already, Millicent and Harry Whitehouse
went next, then Katharine and Alastair Gebbie and Dorothy Lee
and finally Marjorie Heys-Jones, Esme Speakman, Alwine Walford
and myself.
"The English Ladies' Climbing Delegation to Turkey" was a
translation of the official title we were told to use as our address in
£amardi. Ibrahim knew no English and could not read so letters
went to him via the village tailor. Another pleasant anachronism
like Ibrahim's gesture of blowing out a candle to tell me to switch
off the lights of my car.
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A NIGHT IN THE ENGLISH DORMITORY
Sylvia Yates

CROM the moraine behind the hut the Requin looks reassuringly
like its pictures in the guidebook and it is easy to see where the
route goes. First across a steep snow covered glacier to the foot of
a couloir separating a minor aiguille from the Requin proper, then a
climb up the couloir to gain the right hand skyline ridge and more
or less follow this to the summit. This impression is, however,
deceptive as, once on the ridge, the routefinding is not easy.
British climbers notoriously underestimate the length of the climb
and in fact the hut guardian joked that he did not expect us back
the following night. 'All the English spend the night out on the
Requin' he said 'it is called the English Dormitory.' Of course we
laughed at this old chestnut never dreaming that we ourselves were
to be forced to spend the night out in the traditional manner.
Although we were first out of the hut next morning we were
caught up and passed on the snow slope by a party of five Swiss.
We found out when we got to the couloir why they had been quite
so anxious to overtake us. It is broken by four overhangs separated
by steep slopes of mixed snow and dangerously loose and tottering
rubble ready to fall down at the slightest touch. A shower of pebbles
greeted our arrival at the bottom of the couloir, one of them hitting
Nancy on the head and drawing blood in spite of her thick beret.
Climbing consisted of a series of dashes to safety under each overhang. Happily the largest fusillade hurtled past when no-one was on
the move and missed us completely, and, as the Swiss climbed faster
than we, the stonefall ceased soon after when they reached the ridge.
When we in turn got to the ridge it was pleasant to be in hot sunshine after the cold of the couloir.
Easy climbing led up the first half of the ridge. The route lay
slightly to the left of the spine of the ridge where there was a
bewildering choice of possible lines to follow, and it seemed to me
that one has to be on exactly the right one to find the first landmark
which is the key to the route a gendarme which is quite conspicuous from below the mountain but which we never saw while on the
climb. We made one false attempt to gain the crest of the ridge and
wasted a lot of time in retreating. Finally we arrived on a ledge
from which it looked possible to climb to the crest of the ridge and
equally feasible to rope a short way down from its far end and
15
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traverse across the face before climbing up again. While we were
puzzling on this one we spied the Swiss party ahead and although
they seemed to have come along the ridge themselves they shouted
back that it would be better if we traversed the face. So we did and
without much difficulty reached the place where we had seen them.
Here we stopped for something to eat but our various peregrinations
had taken so much time that it was now late afternoon and we did
not stay long. More climbing brought us to a wide ledge. All that
we had to do from here was to make a short traverse right to reach
a groove w7hich would lead us to the crest of the ridge. We could
see the summit now and it was clear that we had little climbing left
to do.
The weather, however, was deteriorating. Although clouds had
been banking up to the south over Italy during the afternoon this
had been usual during the last week and they generally cleared in
the evening. But this time they did not clear. The onset of the
storm itself was sudden. Grey clouds swept in from nowhere to
blanket us in the mist. It began to hail as I embarked on the groove,
falling faster and faster. Never had thunder been so loud; the crash
and repeated roll were terrifying. It was an effort to climb calmly
when I wanted to bolt up the pitch as fast as possible to somewhere
a little less exposed to the elements. But the climbing needed care;
it was a progress of balance and friction holds, a delight for dry rock
and sunshine but not when slippery with wet hail. Someone, and I
was very grateful to them, had put four pegs into the groove, one at
the bottom, and the others 15 20 feet apart further up enabling me
to creep from one to the other in relative security. I had only three
snaplinks and at the last peg had to thread one half of my doubled
rope through it while wedged precariously across the groove. Some
ten feet above this was a ledge in a corner with a little sloping slab
capped by an overhang to its left. It provided a good stance where
I could even sit down, but the only belay was an inadequate knobble
on the edge of the slab.
I was poking round in the hopes of something better than the
miserable knobble when the lightning struck; a quick tingling blow
gone almost before I realised what it was. I shouted down to the
others. We could hardly hear each other as they were out of sight
below a bulge of rock and the thunder kept drowning our voices.
Looking up at the Requin.
Photo: Sylvia Yates
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I gathered that they had been struck too. It was out of the question
for them to climb up while the storm was so violent; besides they
were on a bigger ledge with better security than mine. We would
have to stay where we were and hope that it would not be a long
affair.
I tied on to the knobble and sat down in the corner. The hail
was falling in a continuous white waterfall down the slabs, piling
wetly up on the ledges and around me and behind me as I sat there.
To pass the time I counted the intervals in between the flashes of
lightning and the following roll of thunder. Twice the interval
lengthened, the cloud thinned slightly and I could even get a glimpse
of the Mer de Glace far below. Then another squall would come and
the gap between flash and crash would shorten until they came almost together. The lightning struck the ridge when this happened
giving us two more shocks.
The storm was going on and on. I began to think that we would
have to stay where we were all night. I was wet through now and
beginning to get cold so with much manoeuvring on my perch I
managed to extract all my spare clothes from my sack and put them
on to conserve what heat I had for as long as possible. I had got so
wet sitting on the ledge with the hail piled round me that in search of
some shelter I climbed onto the slab and crawled under the little
overhang; it just fitted me sitting down but it was drier. Best of all
there was a chockstone in the back of it which I had not seen from
below and to which I could belay securely. I got another shock
threading the sling round it. This was the last one for the next break
in the cloud proved to be permanent and it was soon clear that the
storm was passing over. Nancy and then Pat climbed up to me,
having trouble with the hail covering the holds. The storm had lasted
two hours and it was now about seven o'clock. We hoped we would
be able to get down before dark.
Underneath the summit block we met up with the Swiss party
who had also been caught by the storm. They were having trouble
finding the way off, half the party having climbed up a chimney before deciding it was wrong and having to reverse it. They decided on
the right one and we followed them up it. Then followed a rappel
down a short wall to a ledge. From here the route lay down an
apparently bottomless chimney. In an exchange of pidgin French
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we understood the Swiss to say we could use their rappel rope here
to save time whereupon everyone else went down it and I was left
on top. The thin braided rope vanished down into a blackness from
which a few disembodied voices floated up. Peering into the gloom
below I shouted 'Can I come down now?' There was 'No, no'
from Nancy and a gabble of incomprehensible French. An argument was going on below of which I could understand nothing. It
was very lonely on the ledge, night was falling, I had visions of the
Swiss not having counted us properly, not understanding Nancy or
Pat's French, and pulling down their rope to leave me marooned on
the cliff. I decided to descend forthwith regardless of protests and
did so. The trouble was that the landing place at the bottom held
two in comfort, three was a squash, and now there were two Swiss,
Pat, Nancy and myself. Nancy and I had to perch on a foothold
above the others, hanging on to the rope for balance. At length one
by one the others went down the next rappel and we could get on
to the ledge. The rappel rope had enough stretch in it to let us
down with an unexpected bump when we swung our full weights on
to it.
The next rappel led down a slab to another ledge. It was now
too dark to see without a torch. Also the way down was complicated,
it involved climbing up to the north east ridge at one particular
point to find the route down on the far side, and we were sure we
would not find it in the dark with only our hand torches. The ledge
we were on was wide, relatively flat and reasonably comfortable so
we decided to stay put until it was light enough to see. The Swiss
went on, they had head torches and seemed to know where they
were going. As they were wearing light sweaters and nylon anoraks
only, and we suspected that they had no warmer clothing with them,
it would be better for them to keep moving. It was a slow process
for we saw their torches and heard their voices for a long time after
they had left us.
Nancy and Pat had duvets. I put on all the clothes I had and
an extra jumper of Pat's and sat in the middle. It was a relatively
warm night as it did not freeze but we were cold because of our wet
trousers and socks. The time passed very slowly. I had a tin of
sardines in my sack and at about midnight we decided to eat them
but bitter frustration! the key refused to turn the metal flap to
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open the tin. After we had considered the pros and cons of bashing
it with an iceaxe Pat produced a penknife and in what seemed an
endless half hour of hard work succeeded in getting a corner of the
tin open and we could poke mangled bits of sardines out through this
hole. Nancy had the only watch in the party and after asking her
what the time was every ten minutes for the first hour when every
minute seemed like twenty, I concluded that dwelling on the time
only made it pass more slowly and endeavoured to ignore the whole
thing with an experiment in suspended animation. It must have
been successful for it seemed not long after the sardine episode that
it was suddenly light. It was five o'clock. We had actually overslept.
Cold and stiff when it came to the point we did not feel much
like moving and it was a snail-like procession that set off. We had
some argument initially about the route so it was as well we had not
gone on climbing in the dark, but after another rappel we came
across evident scratch marks leading up to the right place to cross
the ridge and the way down which Pat and I knew from a previous
climb. We saw the Swiss party reach the glacier ahead of us; they
must have missed the route in the dark and spent the night coming
down well off the beaten track. Once on the glacier all that remained
was to follow the track down it and so back to the hut.
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A NIGHT OUT IN FRANCE
by a Pinnacle husband

IT'S warm inside, and fiendishly cold out; that swine Caleb is pulling off my blankets. It's also four o'clock in the morning in the
Requin Hut in the French Alps with the Mayer-Dibona on the cards.
Breakfast; one jumbled egg on a piece of stale French bread,
coffee, hardly dirtied by the pittance of milk in it; who bought the
food? Where's my ice-axe? Don't need it. Why the devil not?
The Guardian says we only need two does he? But why leave
mine? Oh, alright. Now then crampons, snap-links, slings, peg
hammer, gloves, spare sweater. Right, let's go.
Five o'clock in the morning, and we are wending our way
across the broken rock, cold and brittle in the half light of dawn.
Here's the snow; better rope up; Muggins in the centre because he
hasn't got an ice axe, feeling like a cow on ice. Slopes steepening
now and we are on ice, Caleb cutting steps. A few hundred feet of
this and we are at the foot of the gully by which we hope to gain the
ridge.
Making good time. This gully looks interesting; a hundred feet
and we are at the first obstacle, a monstrous boulder jammed in and
filling the whole width of the gully. Moving one at a time now, I
lead, turning it on the left, bringing up Caleb after me.
We can see the next obstacle now, two more boulders jammed
one on top of the other making the first look like a pea, Caleb has a
bash. He's been at it half an hour now, climbed the first, but the
second won't go. He slithers down, played out. This leaves us
with two possibilities, a corner on the left hand side of the wall
which looks grim, and the wall which looks a lot worse. I have a
go at the corner, make twenty or thirty feet and then stick; no joy
here. Perhaps we had better pack it in. No,
wants to
have a go at the wall. Can't see her, but Caleb is steadily paying
out rope. The sun will soon have swung round onto me; it has, it's
past. I can just hear
, "I'm up, b
thin!", Caleb is
up; now its my turn; it is damned thin too. If she stepped up on
that slimy peg, she's mad, but she must have done. I'm up. A
fabulous lead. Some more broken rock, another boulder, and we
are on the ridge at last.
But it's one o'clock and we are not a third of the way up where
we should have been well on the way down. We will have to shift
21
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if we don't want to spend the night out. What's worse is that nasty
black stuff that is blowing up from Chamonix; no time to stop, we
had better press on.
A couple of hours later and we are moving along the ridge,
about a hundred feet below the crest. The going is a little easier,
we are out of the wind, and Caleb is leading like a bomb, but the
black stuff has caught us and it is raining like blazes. I think we are
going to get lightning; got that funny uneasy feeling.
Six o'clock and we are only a few hundred feet from the
summit, but to get any further we must climb right onto the ridge,
Caleb is there now. There is lightning about, and the ice-axes that
Muggins is carrying in the sack are singing; most unpleasant. I
refuse to be a mobile lightning conductor, so Caleb hauls the sack up
on the rope.
Seven o'clock, and we are twenty feet below the summit, but we
can't go there. Lightning is striking it every few minutes. It is
weird to watch it; it comes straight at you with an ear-shattering
crash, and every now and then one of us gets a bit of a jolt from it.
The Fontaine chimney; we must get round the summit and into
it; this is no place to spend the night. Three false starts and we are
round. Good; let's get out of this confounded thing. A couple of
quick abseils, and we are a hundred and fifty feet down the face.
Eight-thirty now and pretty dark; it is a little bit of a ledge
we are on; three feet by four. Still raining hard, soaked to the skin
and very cold, but out of the wind. We had better spend the night
here, got to in fact, though I don't relish the idea of a night out at
eleven thousand feet.
We settle down for the night;
gets the tail end of
another flash of lightning and curls up with a lady-like grunt. You
would pay fifteen quid for that in Harley Street, only they would
call it electrical therapy. Spare sweaters on, for what use they are.
It won't be long before they will be as wet as trte rest of us.
takes off her boots, and puts her feet in the rucksack; warmer that
way. Caleb and I unlace ours; better circulation, less chance of
frost-bite. We tie ourselves onto the rock and sit down for the night.
How much food have we got ? A bit of bread and cheese and enough
chocolate for a couple of lumps every hour; it will be eight hours
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before we can think of moving again. We sit and shiver, shaking
like drunken jellies, but it all helps to fight the cold. Two o'clock
now and the lightning has gone, but it is colder and snowing hard.
As long as this keeps up we are alright, but if it clears and freezes
we are for it; but I don't think it will. Chocolate won't melt in my
mouth; grind it up and eat it in powder form.
Three o'clock, and the place is plastered with snow. Can't
climb down that rubbish. Another hour and a half and it will be
light enough to start moving again. Wish that snow water would
stop trickling down my neck; my boots are full of it already.
Four-thirty; boots on; don't feel too bad; wish my feet would
go where I put them; the others seem to be suffering from the same
trouble. The rock is covered with six inches of snow where it is not
too steep; it's going to be dicy. Caleb tries a line to the left, goes
two feet and slips; no joy; climbing in our unsteady state and these
conditions is out. We will have to rope down. It is two thousand
feet down to the glacier, a good twenty abseils.
We're off; seems someone else has been this way before, every
now and then we pass a rotting sling or a rusty peg driven into the
rock which they have used for a belay. Making slow but steady
progress; the Gods are with us now, and the rope pulls free after
each abseil.
Eleven o'clock and we are on the glacier. About time too; I
could do with a brew. It's just a plod now, though we will have to
watch out for crevasses with all this snow about; I haven't the
energy to haul anyone out of one.
One o'clock and we are back at the Hut, draped in blankets,
and crouched over a neurotic primus that is trying to heat a brew.
The Guardian seems pleased to see us; he had written us off.
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THE NORTH-EAST FACE OF THE PIZ BADILE
Janet Rogers

\A/E emerged from the cinema, into the mists of Chamonix, after
seeing Rebuff at's film, 'Starlight and Storm', taken on the
six great North faces of the Alps. At least if we could not climb
because of the typical Chamonix weather, we could always get our
climbing experience vicariously this way The only unpleasant
aspect of this sort of mountaineering is that it makes one even more
aware of one's own shortcomings: of course he tilted the camera,
everyone knew that he exaggerated descriptions, but nevertheless
the quality of these routes, on the Walker, Dru, Matterhorn, Cima
Grande, Badile and Eiger, was obviously of a far higher standard
than I had ever thought of attempting in the Alps.
Later in 1961 we moved eastwards to the Bregaglia, where we
hoped to climb the North ridge of the Piz Badile a route which
would take us up by the side of the North-east face and allow us to
judge its quality for ourselves. The Bregaglia itself is a delightful
change from the fleshpots of Chamonix it is relatively uncommercialised, so there are few tourists although the area is becoming
very popular with climbers. The wardens of the Sciora hut are very
friendly, and when we had done the North ridge we determined to
return to the area, and if possible climb the North-east face of the
Badile: the rock was superb to climb on and very solid and we
convinced ourselves that as it was one of the easiest of the six North
faces, that if the weather was settled we should be able to climb it.
So it was, that two years later, in 1963, we were to be found
trudging up the steep, zig-zagging track to the Sciora hut again.
This time there was a lot of light cloud partially obscuring the mountains and we wondered if the weather was settled. We met an
English party who had just done the face, coming down from the
hut and they assured us that the weather had been similar for several
days and showed no sign of changing. This information raised our
hopes considerably, and we forced ourselves to forget the last three
days of failure in the Dolomites and to hurry up to the hut.
After an enormous meal of spaghetti we packed our sacks,
which seemed about five times as heavy as I would have liked to
Looking back up the N.E. face of the Badile
from the foot of the North Ridge.

Photo: Janet Rogers
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take up a 'great North face', and set out to bivouac at the foot of
the climb. Two years before we had found that the moraine track
was all too easy to lose in the dark, assuming that one had ever
found it in the first place. I am convinced that it is the most unpleasant moraine in the world, so better crossed in daylight.
When we reached the large ledges at the foot of the face the sun
was just setting and all below us was cloud. Here we dug ourselves
a relatively smooth platform and tried to sleep: however, excitement and the bumpy gro*und combined to ensure that we were awake
for most of the next seven hours.
At four o'clock the next morning the cloud was still there,
but, as before, only in the valleys. We forced some cocoa and
bread and jam down before looking at the first pitch, which is a
Grade IV crack. We had seen a photograph of Rebuff at on it which
makes it look incredibly steep: it was, in fact a very good jamming
crack and though not very hard, I should not have liked to start on
anything harder first thing in the morning with cold joints and
fingers.
There were three of us on the rope and we followed the continental practice on all the pitches except the hardest ones, of the
first man leading the pitch and the second and third men climbing
together. We found this method very successful and it saved us a
great deal of time.
The climb of the North-east face divides easily into two sections:
the first half is relatively easy (V. Diff. to Mild Severe, with an
occasional V.S. pitch), mainly traversing leftwards and upwards to
the snow patch in the middle of the face. After the snow patch the
cracks become much steeper and the climbing considerably harder.
For the first half of the climb it didn't seem possible that we
were really on the North face. I had built up my image of it into an
interminable succession of impossibilities. It was only when I untied
my rope at a belay and dropped the two karabiners which were
clipped into it, down onto the glacier below, and observed Nigel's
and Jeremy's horror-stricken looks, that I appreciated the seriousness of our position.
The most impressive pitch of the climb is a very steep diedre
directly above the snow patch. Here, though, as indeed on all the
Looking down the N. face of the Badile, with the North ridge behind.
Photo: Nigel Rogers
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hard pitches there was a peg every five or six feet. This pitch was
good V.S. superb bridging on small holds with an awkward move
out right at the top. Rushing up this diedre with enormous speed,
as is his wont when seconding, Jeremy snapped the strap of his
camera, which went plunging down to land miraculously in what
seemed from above to be the only flat area on the whole face the
snow patch. His relief was immediately shattered by the laconic
comment from the Germans below: ' 1st kaput'. The remains were
passed up to us before we continued up the long line of cracks and
traverses, all with superb views down the face and ridge.
We had been rather fearing Rebuffat's renowned 'traverse in
etriers', which in the event, seemed to have been put there deliberately to make English people feel superior. There are no handholds
so one uses karabiners in pegs, but there are small, incut footholds
the whole way across. Apart from the position it bore a strong
similarity to the hand-traverse on Milestone Ordinary, with pegs for
the handholds. At the end of the traverse there is a very exposed
diedre which is climbed by a mixture of lay-backing and bridging.
Towards the top of the face the route takes a line of chimneys
which lead up to the North ridge. These I found excessively awkward, though I don't think they can have been very difficult, for I
remember observing disgustedly how easily the other two went up
them.
At the top of these chimneys there are three alternative routes;
we did not want to take the original Cassin route as it involves
abseiling and an unpleasant ice gully, nor did we want to continue
up the chimneys to the North ridge, which brings one out a long way
below the summit. We hoped to take a more direct route between
these two possibilities. Unfortunately we were delayed here by
route-finding difficulties. While various attempts were being made
to find the way, the two Germans who had been behind us from the
beginning of the climb, caught up with me just as I was falling
asleep on a ledge. They looked at my enormous sack, not realising
that it was filled with duvets and sweaters and so rather lighter than
the other sacks in the party, and obviously decided I was the dogsbody of the trio, so plied me with tea (from a thermos!), fruit and
nuts. This somewhat revived me and I found in the last three
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hundred feet some of the pleasantest climbing on the face delicate
slabs and shallow grooves. Our leader at this point was quite convinced that we were off route as there was not a peg to be seen after
we had left the line of chimneys: when we were still some two
hundred feet below the summit he kicked a rather small pebble off
the large ledge on which he was standing saying with a vehemence
which took us aback, 'Look, it's quite obvious nobody has ever been
here before we'd better abseil back and find the right way, unless
we want to spend the night here'. We persuaded him to continue,
but he remained certain that we were going to die or would have to
bivouac again until he placed both his hands on the North ridge, and
a party doing the North ridge walked between them.
We had taken ten and a half hours to climb what is beyond any
doubt the most enjoyable rock route I have ever done in the Alps.
Tired but satisfied, we started the long descent of the North
ridge by abseiling and climbing in the easy sections. We had been
looking for a bivouac spot for about an hour as we knew we could not
get down to the snow before dark, and were almost resigning ourselves to a very uncomfortable night when we thought we saw a ledge
some way below: the abseil rope just reached and we all made a
terrifying abseil in almost total obscurity to our bivouac ledge.
The end of a completely satisfying day, not only because the
Badile had been a delightful climb in itself, but because we had
found out for ourselves of what the 'aura' surrounding one of the
six great North faces consisted.
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THE G.H.M. a poll
Nea Morin

upon a time there were three exceedingly intrepid climbing
girls and they climbed Very Difficult climbs, which in those
days were actually very difficult, not just Very Easy Medium Hard
Severes. They climbed these very difficult climbs happily on their
own without the help of their boy friends and so they were admitted
to a most exceptionally select Club, which consisted of the most
exceptionally select climbers that is to say climbers who had
amassed a certain number of points according to a given table.
Although so very select the Club was mixed, and as they
climbed in the summer, and in the winter too-o, some insular
climbers looked at it a bit askance, for they did not know that in
the country where the girls lived there was no foggy, foggy dew.
But nevertheless nearly everyone agreed that the Club was really
quite exceptionally select.
The years went by and the very difficult climbs became Exceedingly Severe, Exceptionally Severe, and Excessively Severe and
the three climbing girls found they could no longer climb them, nor
could they come by the yearly quota of points demanded by their
Club. This was sad for them and even sadder for the Club because
it became hardly mixed at all and not much fun. So the girls thought
it would be safer and more fun to spend a holiday where there was
lots of sun and no possible danger of foggy, foggy dew. They went
to the Golden Isles in the far south where they had heard there were
queer goings on for, although they could no longer amass the quota
of points demanded by their very select Club, they were still most
intrepid and eager for adventure.
On the way south they looked at the Meije, a mountain they
had climbed together when young and where they had earned fame
as a cordee feminine as well, of course, as lots of points for their
quota. As they passed they saw that a large chunk had fallen off
the crux and that nobody now would be able to climb it by the way
they had climbed it, and they were rather glad.
They continued on their journey south and when they came to
the sea a boat took them to their chosen Isle. This was as sunny as
they had hoped and full of very mixed naturists. The sun was hot,
there was no sign of fog, and so no one bothered to wear any clothes.
30
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At first the climbing girls thought this rather odd, but they soon got
accustomed to it and became busy like everyone else getting brown
all over. They were rather surprised to find that no one took the
slightest notice of them because, after all, they were not just ordinary
mortals, made the same way as everyone else, but climbing girls who
had belonged to a most exceptionally select Club. However, in the
end they got used to being taken no notice of. There were, of course,
some sightseers who came in beautiful yachts to gaze at them through
powerful field glasses, though this was not considered fair play.
Sometimes people tried to take photographs and if they were caught
their cameras were snatched and the films drawn and quartered.
The naturists had some peculiar rites. When a stranger came
among them fully clothed that is wearing a bikini or a cache-sexe
—they would be united as no nations have ever been. After a few
minutes grace to allow the unnatural intruder to divest him or
herself of the offending garments, the naturists would begin a slow
clapping accompanied by an ominous chant of a poll until the unfortunate one either tore off the rags of convention or fled in shame.
Now, instead of climbing thousands of feet above sea level, the
climbing girls explored rock walls and chasms under water.
Curiously this gave them a similar sense of height and exposure to
that which they experienced on the rock faces of their normal
habitat, and they felt the same urge to climb, though downwards
instead of upwards. They could also admire the mermaids and men,
but none were as beautiful as the fishes. The girls were never
entirely reconciled to their new element, and although they certainly
became dyed in the skin naturists, it was never more than skin deep
and their thoughts would often return to the Meije, the Verte, the
Aiguilles, and the Dolomite spigolos where together they had had so
many glorious adventures.
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ON INSTRUCTING
Mollie Porter

" V^OU can do it'/, "Come on, it's not much further" (knowing
full well its a good five miles yet), and "Blisters! You can't
have; we are only five minutes away from the Lodge" these and
many other exhortations have become a familiar part of my vocabulary during the past two years or so since I have worked in the north
of Scotland, for most of the time as a mountaineering instructor.
Despite an early idea that to drag complete novices around, up,
down, and over the hills would be not only the height of sacrilege,
but also exceedingly dreary, I have found the job the most satisfying
and completely absorbing that I have ever had. Probably I have
been spoiled since for most of the time I have been at Glenmore
Lodge, where I can revel in the heights of luxury 'at base', and fight
against some of the most severe conditions in the British Isles out
on the hills. Each week or two a new course arrives, sometimes
there are school children, mewling and puking, unwilling often,
especially after the first compass day in what must seem a veritable
jungle, of the Glenmore Forest. They arrive for tea covered in
scratches and blisters, not to mention midge bites during the
summer, all agog because the instructor seems immune to all these
disasters of the woodland, the children not knowing the short cuts
from one check point to the next!
But shortly they become as enthusiastic as the instructor, and
often go on considerable treks across the Cairngorms, sometimes
following the great passes and other times setting a base camp and
walking over the plateau to Macdhui, or Ben a'Bhuirdd, Braeriach
and Cairn Toul.
The schools course goes, peace descends, and then perhaps an
adult group arrives, and everything becomes much more technical.
There are lectures to prepare, longer walks, harder expeditions, and,
in the winter, snow and ice climbs. Last year I was very pleased to
work on the first National Survival course, when we had a superb
week, culminating in a survival night on the plateau, in snow holes.
There is never time to become bored, each course has different
aims, and the approach to the hills is different. I have been to the
summit of Cairngorm over eighty times during the past two and a
half years, but I still enjoy the trip; each time the weather is different, the company is new, and I sense a feeling of satisfaction when
we arrive at the top, and I hear the comments on the glorious view,
32
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or the terrific wind, and then on a clear day have to answer a stream
of questions about, "What's that one over there.?" and, "Which is
the Lairig Ghru?" and so on.
It is almost impossible to recall many of the hundreds of
amusing incidents which occur during the year, but one day I took
a small group of boys rock climbing, and after the usual talk, and
practice indoors we walked to the Nursery rocks. There I led the
first route, called on the first student, and saw to my horror on the
one hand, and amusement on the other, the lad climbing hand over
hand up, not the rock, but the rope!
Recently I visited the girls Outward Bound school, for two and
a half months. This was interesting since the approach was so
different from Glenmore Lodge. I was a group instructor, and took
charge of twelve girls, from a very large cross-section of the community. I found the work absorbing, and here I was watching not
the technical progress but rather more the mental development of
each individual. In instructing the accent was not on technical
achievement, but personal effort, and willingness to overcome the
various physical and mental obstacles set. The girls were faced with
a whole range of challenges which would never probably arise again,
and to watch the development of each individual through the month
was most rewarding. It was also a slight challenge to me, since I
had to learn the commando crawl, and do the death slide, and take
part in all kinds of unusual activities, including early morning swims
in the sea, night compass exercises, and students' entertainment!
For most people instructing is probably not the job, for some it
would spoil or even in time kill their interest in mountains, but for
others who have a genuine love of the hills, in the widest sense
one's vision to include the climbs, and walks, and then the animals,
birds, rocks, and trees and flora it is the most rewarding of all
occupations. It is demanding; I sometimes work several weeks with
hardly any free time, even in the evenings; patience is required all
the time, and one has to be extra careful since a mistake on the hills
could endanger not one life but perhaps twelve, and in the Cairngorms, especially in winter there are many times when a difficult
decision has to be made, whether to press-on, where to go for the
next expedition, and will such and such a walk be too far for the
group? etc. . . . Despite the obvious disadvantages I personally
would not change my job for any other, anywhere.
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THE SHAWANGUNKS
by Sally Westmacott

\ X 7E plodded through the snow and I looked dubiously up at the
* * cliffs towering over me. After what I had heard of the
Shawangunks, and from what I could now see, I did not think that
I was up to this class of climbing. A while later, after being hit on
the head by a chunk of ice, messing about on a perfectly straightforward slab, and finally disgracing myself by dropping someone
else's karabiner from the top pitch, my feelings were confirmed.
Gloomily I thought of the coming months when this would be our
main climbing area, and wished again that we were back in Wales.
After a couple of months in which we had skied rather than
climbed, we were back again at the Gunks. I will draw a discreet
veil over my activities the first weekend, for I seemed unable to
leave the ground. At this point it occurred to me that things couldn't
possibly get any worse, and I was right, because the following weekend we began, at last, to feel at home on the rock. Spring was now
in the air, and climbers were appearing, having put away their skies
after the winter and in May, the black fly appeared as well. How
we cursed at the little horrors; they got into everything, but, as it
turned out, they were good training for the Alaskan mosquitoes
which we met later on in the year. As the trees at the foot of the
cliff were sprouting, we were glad that we had paid a couple of
winter visits to the cliffs and had got to know some of the main
landmarks before they were hidden by the leaves. At this time,
there was no guidebook, and one relied on word of mouth and
scruffy lists produced out of people's pockets, but an excellent guidebook has now been published with good photographs and descriptions of the climbs.
Our weekends began to fall into a pleasant routine. We would
turn up on Saturday morning at a gentlemanly hour at the general
meeting place at the cliffs, know as the Uberfall. Here we would
dump our lunch, say hello to the other climbers whom we soon got
to know, and start sorting out the vast amount of ironmongery that
one seems to use over here. I had never used pegs before coming to
the States and had not even owned a hammer, but here these are
indispensible bits of one's climbing equipment. The rock, a type of
quartz conglomerate, though perfect for climbing, has few natural
belays and pegs are hammered in with gay abandon. To our way
34
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of thinking, some of the climbs are overpegged. In one or two
climbs, where there are no peggable cracks, expansion bolts have
been put in for protection. One glorious climb called 'The Arrow'
(because it is as straight as one) has two bolts in the top pitch, which
is one of the thinnest slabs I have ever been on. Though it is one of
the classics of the cliffs, and certainly must be one of the most
elegant and enjoyable routes there, it was not put in until 1960. The
first pitch goes straight up a pleasant slab with a few tricky moves
near the top, to a large comfortable ledge underneath an overhang.
Here one is tempted to sit in the sun and admire the view and put
off climbing the overhang above. Surprisingly, it is climbable, and
one is decanted onto the start of the final slab here the route cuts a
clean path through black lichen (it was cleaned with a wire brush
before the first ascent) and the crux of the climb (perhaps X.S.) is a
curious pivoting move on the heel of the left hand, thankfully (as
far as the leader is concerned) just above one of the bolts. Arriving
at the top, one makes one's way south through the woods on a rough
path, avoiding any snakes which might be lying in the sun the
black ones are harmless, but there are poisonous copperheads
around. After scrambling down at the Uberfall, we would sit in the
sun (or in the shade in midsummer), eat our lunch and watch the
antics of beginners climbing the 50-80 foot climbs nearby or learning
to abseil. This is the lowest point of this cliff and most of the longest
and best routes lie to the north, where the cliff rises in some places to
about 300 feet in height.
After lunch, during which we might be joined by various
friends, we sometimes crossed the road which runs right under the
cliff to a smaller cliff called the Near Trapps. Here the whole cliff
seems to consist of overhangs and diedres and there are some firstrate though not often climbed routes, many of them using direct aid.
This cliff has quite a different feel to it from the main cliff. Here,
the rock is more golden in colour, and because it has much more
quartz in it, seems more akin to granite. Route finding can be
quite a problem. On the main cliff, the routes are generally fairly
direct, going up perhaps a couple of slab pitches and over a fairly
small overhang (under 3 feet!). On the Near Trapps however, the
overhangs are so vast, up to 8 or even 10 feet, that much time is
spent in traversing to get around them and it is easy to stray off the
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route. The exposure is considerable, because after traversing to
avoid a large 'ceiling' as they are called, one often steps up and
back onto the nose above, and looking down from here is quite
exciting. There are more cracks and fewer slabs on this cliff, and
this produces hard routes there might be half a dozen routes of
mild severe and all the rest are V.S. or Extreme. Retreating from a
route can be interesting most abseils would be across the cliff, or
down over a large overhang. The only practicable way to retreat
is to climb down, and I found myself doing this recently on quite a
hard route. Good practice, anyway.
From the tops of these two cliffs one can see the dramatic,
vertical, 350 foot high cliff of Millbrook Mountain, two miles to the
south. This is the most striking of the Shawangunk cliffs and was
the one first climbed, in 1935, by Fritz Wiessner. Here the routes
are mainly cracks and corners and there is nothing under Hard
Severe on it. People rarely climb here now (perhaps because it is
an hour's bushwack up to it), nor is the fourth cliff of the group
often visited. This last cliff, known as Sky Top lies right behind the
resort hotel that owns most of this land and it is an hour's walk to the
north from the Uberfall. Wiessner put in his second route here,
also in 1935. It was Hans Kraus who joined Wiessner a few years
later who was responsible for opening up the two main cliffs in 1941,
and he, Wiessner, and later on, Bonnie Prudden put in many of the
best routes. The hardest routes however, have only been put in
during the last six or seven years, mainly by Art Gran who wrote
the guidebook, and Jim McCarthy. Many of these routes which
were first climbed with direct aid have now been climbed free, and
new routes are still being found.
In the evenings, after having exhausted ourselves by battling
our way over the overhangs which cap most sections of the cliffs, a
group of us would meet for a meal and excellent draught beer at a
local hostelry known as 'Charlie's' or at its rival 'Emil's'. We
soon found that it was the same fairly small group of people who
turned up every weekend and this seemed surprising small as the
Gunks are only two hours' drive from New York. Michael and I
shudder to think how crowded they would be if they were a similar
distance from London. Climbing doesn't seem to have caught on
here in the way it has at home, although the Appalachian Mountain
A sensational move—the overhang on "Shockley's Ceiling."
Photo: M. H. Westmacott
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Club run regular meets for beginners at the cliffs. There is one other
active climbing group called IOCA (Intercollegiate Outing Clubs
Association) but the bulk of the climbers are know as 'Independents'
These are however, not really good cliffs for beginners, because
even on the main cliff, there are only a handful of routes in the Dif.
or V. Dif. class, and most of these are fairly exposed. I had a
slightly disconcerting experience a few months ago with a young
man who said he had done a little climbing. We started up one of
the easiest routes, called 'Easy Overhang'. The first pitch went
reasonably well, and I belayed him to a tree on a large ledge and led
out a full rope's length on the second pitch. This is a lovely pitch,
very open, very steep, exposed, but with enormous holds. I went
around a corner near the top, and finally belayed to a tree on top
and there I sat for twenty minutes, yelling at him to come, and
tugging at the rope. I got no reply at all, and was getting a bit
desperate, when, thank heavens, Michael walked along the top of
the cliff. Having just finished another climb, he had a rope with
him and we quickly fixed up a belay and he climbed down the top
pitch, to find that my young man had gone on strike, having decided
that he didn't like the look of the second pitch, which actually is
easier than the first. We finally talked him up it I don't know if he
ever climbed again.
During supper we would talk endlessly of climbing and particularly of the differences in attitude and techniques between the British
climbers and the U.S. Eastern climbers. We find that their attitude
to falling off is quite different from ours. At home, one is brought
up to think that the leader must never fall off. Here, because all the
hard moves are so well protected with pegs, they can climb to the
absolute limit of their ability in a way that would be suicidal in
Wales. Most people have had their share of falls, but there have
been very few accidents, and I believe there has only been one fatal
accident in the entire climbing history of the area. Also, because
the rock is so steep, and in very many places overhanging, one falls
clear and no damage is done, except possibly to the nerves. One
useful thing we were shown was the use of swami belt. This is one
inch wide nylon webbing which is wrapped several times round the
waist in place of the old, far more uncomfortable hemp line. It also
is used a lot for slings and a piece is often carried in the pocket to be
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used as direct aid on a hard climb. This eliminates carrying around
those horrid little etriers which I have always hated. We retaliated
by producing large nuts to jam into cracks and by using jammed
pebbles whenever we could, but the rock is so open on the main
cliff that pegs are generally the only practicable solution.
About 10.30 or 11 p.m., after supper, we would disperse and
usually sleep out in the woods nearby. There has been such a long
drought this year that only once in the last eight months have we
had to put up a tent. It got so dry, in fact, that the woods were
shut during November due to the danger of forest fires. This kept
us off these cliffs but we explored another good cliff near New
Haven, where we could use jammed nuts to our heart's content as
the climbing was mostly in cracks.
At the Gunks, most of the hard climbs on the main cliff involve
an overhang (and in some cases two or three) or a very thin slab,
but not generally a crack. Af first a climber reared in Wales shies
away from the ceilings, but they can usually be climbed surprisingly
easily. There are often bucket holds just out of sight, or at any rate
adequate ones which make it possible to get over the overhang. One
beautiful climb, 'Shockley's Ceiling', has an impossible looking
move on it. After climbing two full rope lengths on vertical or
gently bulging rock, one comes hard up against a ceiling nearly three
feet wide. It was at this point, which is clearly visible from the road
below, that an acquaintance of ours had a frightful shock. Having
started to make the intimidating move by leaning back and getting
the handholds above the ceiling, he then heard the urgent cry of a
tourist on the road below him. 'Just hold it, don't panic, and I'll
run and get help for you in a moment!' What one tends to forget
is that having got over this ceiling with some surprise, the second,
more modest looking overhang is actually harder.
Though we miss Wales, and in particular the mountain walking
which has no equivalent near New York, we can't complain of any
lack of climbing. The Gunks are considered by many to offer the
best climbing in the Eastern States and we are fortunate to have
them less than two hours away from where we live. There are other
fine cliffs two or three hundred miles away in the Adirondacks and in
the White Mountains, but there is more than enough to occupy us
on the Shawangunks.
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THE FOUR-THOUSANDERS 1963
Anne Littlejohn

T INCLUDE the date in the title because it is the carefully-planned
and ill-fated attempt made in the previous year that will remain
in my memory. It began at Deny Lodge and ended somewhere
near the start of the Cam Mor Dearg arete at 6.40 a.m. on a day in
mid-June, in dense mist and horizontal rain driven by a wind
officially credited with a velocity of 90 m.p.h. at sea-level. I was
still full of fight, but it was the coming of the rain that dealt the final
blow: I should have had to take off my cape for the crawl up the
arete, and to have become wet in a full gale at 3,000 feet would have
been nothing short of suicidal. I crouched in the soft snow behind a
boulder hoping against hope that the rain would stop but no: and
now, ominously, I was beginning to feel cold.
There could be only one decision. Even the retreat to Glen
Nevis was a considerable undertaking in that blinding rain and wind.
In spite of my bitter disappointment at having been beaten only
by the weather, I was more than glad that I had abandoned the
attempt while I still had a considerable reserve of energy. The
moral is that I should not have gone up the Ben at all in that
weather!
The opportunity to make a second attempt came quite unexpectedly. The last week of May, 1963, found me easing my
conscience in the matter of arrears of hut chores sawing wood at
the L.S.C.C.'s new cottage beside Loch Insh in Speyside as I had
been unable to find a rock-climbing companion.
The weather was good: moreover the Meteorological Office had
cast caution to the winds, tossing off unfamiliar phrases like 'set
fair' and ' no sign of an end to the fine spell'. There was still some
sawing to be done, but my conscience showed considerable resilience
and by evening of the second sunny day, Tuesday, I was putting on
my boots in the car park in Coire Cas.
My plan was the same as before to walk over the hill to Deny
Lodge, spend a night there, and set out in the middle of the following
day. Last year the walk had been a grim business of grey skies and
an icy wind. This year, apart from some unavoidable patches of
soft snow, it was all pleasure. The only disquieting factor was the
state of my left ankle, which, while I had been sawing wood, had
40
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been one of the main objectives of squadrons of man-eating insects
from Loch Insh: the area above the ankle bone was now bulging
alarmingly over the top of my boot. Otherwise I was fit and eager
for the fray.
I was the only occupant of Berry Lodge and enjoyed a long lie
the following morning. When I eventually did bestir myself it was
to breakfast at leisure in the sunny front porch. There was no doubt
about the weather this year: it was perfect.
As I had a very good idea of how long it would take to make
the round of the Cairngorm tops in good visibility, having done it
twice before, and knowing the area well, I was able to calculate
exactly how late I could safely leave my start. The deadline was
2 p.m. but as all was ready by 1.52 p.m. there seemed to be no point
in waiting, and off I went along the familiar track towards the Lairig
Ghru.
Of the round of the Cairngorm tops there is little to relate,
except that the softness of the snow was a little troublesome on the
plateau, although it simplified the descent of the steep slope on the
north side of Braeriach which is usually difficult to descend without
an ice-axe. I left Cam Toul at 5.25 p.m., crossed Braeriach at 6.48
p.m. and was on Macdhui by 8.32 p.m. Although visibility had
been perfect all day and the weather showed no sign of breaking, I
had a close shave on this summit, for no sooner had I reached it
than, out of a cloudless sky the mist began to form. However,
having noted the general direction of Cairngorm before the mist
closed in, I lost only a few minutes through straying a little from the
direct line, before emerging below the level of the slowly descending
mist. If I had been ten minutes later in reaching the summit I
should have been considerably delayed, for on looking back from the
plateau I saw that a dense cap of mist had formed over the top
several hundred feet of the summit. Cairngorm, although only
slightly lower, was not affected. I breathed a sigh of relief map
and compass work can be something of an anxiety when one is racing
against darkness at four thousand feet.
However, I had plenty of time. I reached Cairngorm at 9.59
p.m. and plunged down a steep snow slope into Coire Cas in a matter
of minutes. (This was where I had struggled down in a grit-storm
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on the previous occasion). In spite of the unexpected snow slope on
the flank of Cairngorm there was less snow on the ski-run than
before. In the upper part of the corrie the bed of the stream was
bare but even here the grass permitted a rapid trot, increasing to a
canter when the snow began. I reached the car at 10/27 p.m. with
at least forty minutes of reasonably good light in hand a comfortable safety margin.
After a pause of half an hour or so for a cup of coffee, a biscuit
and a change of footwear, I set off for Glen Nevis. There was hardly
any traffic and without hurrying I covered the seventy-five miles in
a little over two hours, reaching the top of Glen Nevis shortly after
1 a.m. It would have been possible to start climbing at once with a
torch, for the sky was clear and the mountains loomed unmistakably
before me, but, confident that the weather was settled, I waited until
it was just light enough to pick one's way over rough ground, which
was at 2.20 a.m. (I should add for the benefit of those who may be
planning a similar trip, that I have good night vision and was
familiar with the general topography).
At 2.20 then, I set out on the second part of the walk. I felt
quite fresh, the insect-ravaged ankle had given no trouble and the
night was so mild that I was comfortably warm in shirt-sleeves. The
summit of the Ben was reached, without undue exertion, at 4.34
a.m., precisely as the sun rose from behind a low bank of cloud.
Pausing only long enough to reflect that unless someone was standing
on the summit of Ben Macdhui I was probably the first person in
Britain to see the sun that morning, I headed for the Cam Mor Dearg
arete a delightful scramble once one had plunged down to it
through the deep soft snow.
In the calm, early sunshine, heights and distances shrank in a
most satisfactory manner. Over Carn Mor Dearg, down to the col,
up by a fairly sporting route involving some steep rocky scrambling
on the right-hand side of a gully a little to the north of the col, and I
was at the cairn on Aonach Mor. It was all over bar the slogging.
At 7.45 a.m. I stood on the snow dome of Aonach Beag 14 hours
and 20 minutes after leaving Carn Toul. In that perfect weather it
had been almost too easy.
It felt all wrong to be leaving the tops at the beginning of the
day but Corbetts were calling from the far north-west and besides I
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hadn't had any breakfast. The descent to Upper Steall and down
Glen Nevis was memorable only for the generosity of the sunshine.
Mine was still the only car in the park when I reached it at 9.33
a.m. The first trippers, arriving half-an-hour or so later were not a
little mystified by the sight of my snow-soaked boots, socks and
anklets spread out all round me on the hot macadam while I leant
against a back wheel sunbathing and writing up my diary. How
could that semi-recumbent scribbler have got her feet so wet so soon
after breakfast in the middle of a heat-wave? I don't suppose they
would have believed me if I had told them.
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"THE THIN WHITE LINE"
Jo Fuller

QTARTLED into wakefulness by the tremendous crash, rumble
^ and roar of thunder, I shivered, fluffed out the few feathers in
my sleeping bag, listened to the rain pounding on the fly sheet, and
wondered how much longer this cold June was going to last.
"It's bone dry," said some enthusiast feeling the wall.
"It's rained a lot in the week," a familiar voice replied
morosely.
My gear landed in a heavy heap in front of me.
"I don't feel well I've got 'flu," and I wondered if a quick
wash in the river would make me look paler.
"Take an extra pullover then," came the reply.
He burnt me off up the first steep slope behind Ynys Ettws,
avenging himself for the time I raced him up to Dove Crag a few
weeks previously in the blazing sun.
The sun had long forsaken Cyrn Las and I cowered behind the
rib which was acting as my belay, trying in vain to escape the chill
wind. The extra long sleeves of my sweater were drawn over my
hands, as the rope was new and would have slid mercilessly through
bare palms, but they did not keep me warm.
The first overhang had him worried. Fixing the thread runner
had made his hands cold and he muttered something about, " Colledge'd chimney it".
I began to think that we would pack it in but he made a great
wide bridging move and was above the runner.
A kink appeared in the shining, white rope which felt suddenly
taut and resisting in my cold hands but a deft stamp with my tightly
bound P.A. foot soon dealt with the twist. It ran out smoothly and
I watched fascinated as the red half way marker moved effortlessly
over the overhang. No more rope. No cries would carry down in
such a wind and so I started to climb. After the first few moves,
however, I snatched off my anorak hood. It was going to be hard.
The jams were cold, damp and deep. Above me was a lesser
bulge, and a tantalising flake hung downwards but out of reach. A
delicate bridging move and I grasped my prize. By this time I was
44
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blowing on cold fingers. The top of the pitch was damp and I was
thankful that the jams hurt.
The belay was relatively sheltered, feeling returned to fingers
and I felt sick. He decided not to belay at the next stance which
was draughty and I watched him hand jam and bridge the start to
the hard pitch. It looked good. A long stride leftwards and he
disappeared round the corner and into the main groove. Much
higher up I could just see a ledge and hoped that he would belay
there as both feet were cold. He reached it looking thankful, moved
up and down again, repeated these movements, and then disappeared
from sight. Once more there was no rope left.
I was able to keep my hood on up to the crack and had to take
it off to see if I could spy the bridging holds which he had used.
There were not any, but still the jams were good. Standing in the
main groove I tried to work out how many resting places I could
manage, but I enjoyed them only in anticipation.
I felt utterly alone on the difficult section because he was completely out of sight and the rope, which was our only link, hung
limply in front of me. The rock was hard, smooth and green but
the crack in the back of the groove was comforting for my right
hand and foot, whilst the left combination fought it out on the unrelenting wall and the rope hung in an increasingly long loop below
my feet. One has to move fast on this section because the friction
is poor.
The final pitch is spectacular and out of sight from the stance.
The wind was lifting the heavy rope but I still partially heard an
excited cry about not leaning out across the overhanging wall from
the peg but from a spike a few feet higher up in the groove.
A short traverse leads to the foot of the final groove which is
very overhanging and is immediately above the line of the two
previous long groove pitches. My hair stood on end but it was very
windy. By way of large, sound flakes I reached the peg from which
I extracted the sling and obediently moved up and found that my
left hand was full of spike. He was right. With a comfortable
stretch I was able to grasp a surprising jug, and despite the overhanging nature of the wall I could heave, mantleshelf, and finally
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stand on it, and suddenly the seriousness of the climb was finished.
The imminent rain was of no consequence.
On another occasion I was camping in the Grochan field for a
few days and within twenty-four hours of pitching the tent the wind
had ripped off some of the guys and was furiously flapping the
flysheet. I abandoned the wreck and then walked up to 'Cloggy'
just to see what it was like.
In the desolate, deserted cwm I gazed in awe as the curtains of
rain swept across the crag's tall, dark, forbidding walls, and streams
flowed down its steep and sometimes gracefully curving grooves. It
was complete master of itself and I quickly sought the friendly
comfort of the Half Way House, but unfortunately it was closed.
Three days later saw me partaking in another of those desperate
races up to ' Cloggy'. No step faltered as we neared the cafe despite
the loads, and we rushed past our thirst conquered by the desire to
see whether the appointed routes were as dry as they looked from
that distance. They were but we ventured no further than the East
Buttress as the entrances to the slab routes of the West were seething
with people and tangled ropes were obviously causing confusion as
there was much angry shouting.
We occupied the stance at the foot of The Corner and as he led
steadily upwards, patiently threading the still existing chocks in his
old-fashioned way, Ray Colledge and I watched the growing crowd
of spectators selecting sheltered boulders, anticipating a good day's
sport. He was up, Ray departed and when it became hard he just
started chimneying it was most impressive. Out on the left wall,
a delicate step up brought me in reach of the layback hold which
landed me on the traversing line back into the steep corner beneath
the bulge. They were busily chattering on top in the sunshine, but
it was even better in the corner. The jams were always good.
Movement came easily. Up and up I went quickly, bridging out
and jamming hands securely. I felt exhilarated and finished in a fine
flourish of laybacking.
"Stop showing off. Coil the rope and you can have a biscuit
before we go round into the East Gully''.
There were even more people on the West Buttress by this time
so that the coolness of the steep, loose and densely vegetated gully
Jo Fuller coming up The Corner.

Photo: E. Siddall
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was refreshing and welcome. Only the sound of an occasional and
recognised voice disturbed its quiet.
"You sit there and take photographs".
"I've forgotten the camera!"
After a good deal of mumbling he started off up the first pitch
of Octo and disappeared into the cleft which is the stance.
"It's greasy, so don't start rushing when it's your turn, and
you can stay down there until I have done the next pitch because
there isn't room here for you and Ray".
The stance was certainly restricted and very dank. A distant
call was answered by a boulder which clattered down past me and
landed in the steep gully bed. I felt drowsy and even mounting the
overhang did not disturb my musing. The lip of the bulge is a
magnificent vantage point and resting comfortably I savoured my
surroundings. The gully looked lush and green, far beyond the
gentle slopes of Snowdon basked in the sun, and above my head
the sunlit, narrowing crack enticed me upwards. The thin white
line of rope swayed gently. I tried to move and found that the
position demanded concentration, my reverie was disturbed, but
soon my hands were firmly lodged in the crack and I too was in the
sunlight.
There have been many other occasions when I have responded
thus to the call and lure of the thin white line snaking its way up
difficult routes, linking me with the leader but demanding that I
spare myself nothing. The effort, despite my aching muscles, has
always been rewarded by our joint satisfaction. At times it has
disappeared up overhanging cracks like those of the Neb, it has
coaxed me across very thin traverses such as the start to White Slab,
it has beguiled me up the fierce layback pitch of Trinity and up the
difficult groove of Hammer, and it has been in places of intimidating
exposure.
"Pick up the rope and don't forget the orange peel".
As usual the loops dangled round my knees and it kept falling
off my shoulder but as the rain gathered strength I clutched it to me
and ran. Down we went from Cyrn Las and The Grooves and back
to tea, an ample curry, and to an evening talking in the Pen-yGwryd.
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TERM OF OFFICE
Annis Flew

TF a climbing generation is five years, then I have no pleasant
stories to tell of climbing from Cwm Dyli in this generation. I
have joined the group whose children outnumber the routes they
climb each year.
Living all along too far from Snowdon, I know how much
we require a local Hut Secretary. It is enormously reassuring to
see Evelyn Leech in the job: I would say "back in the job", but I
did not experience her earlier rule.
It is easy (and reassuring!) to pontificate. After so many years,
mice still inhabit the interior; fish the drinking reservoir; and
Lollocks the chimney The same tins show their green hulls in the
rubbish barn (that offence against public health and normal
decency!); the same tea-leaves no doubt simmer among the nettles.
These facts alone do not add weight to what I say.
Each time that I drive through the Llanberis valley I value
again the relative quiet of Cwm Dyli. Its peaceful surroundings
make the hut what I would once have laughed to think a family
centre. Infants in carry-cots and non-climbing grandparents enjoy
it. But how many families actually book the Hut each year?
Remarkably few.
Here an odd question emerges: how many people do use the
Hut each year? While rock climbing grows steadily in popularity,
Pinnacle Club membership rises only slowly; and in recent years
Hut usage has actually declined slightly. I doubt whether our
Founders foresaw this state of affairs.
One must not of course read too much into each year's figures.
The Hut usage of a small club will fluctuate more sharply than that
of a large one. A member flits to Switzerland, another to Yorkshire,
and bang go £10 of Hut dues. Yet the recent trend is plain.
It is partly perhaps mainly the result of the rise in women's
living standards: whether the rise consists of one's own car or one's
friends' cars. We travel further to our own climbing. To use
Robert Graves again:
"Far away is close at hand,
Close joined is far away".
49
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So the Hut stands empty. To satisfy wider-ranging interests we
organise Meets across the British Isles. In 19(54/5 four Meets out
of ten were held at Cwm Dyli; the others at Tranearth, Borrowdale,
Nidderdale, Froggatt, Bosigran, and in Scotland. Again the Hut
stands empty.
Income from Hut dues fell between 19(i'2 and 19(53; it has fallen
again, slightly, between 19(>H and 1(.H54. This may not be dangerous;
but I find it surprising. I have often wondered whether we should
buy our own Hut. These figures make me wonder whether we could.
If there is one paradox about Hut usage (I have no figures for
the mice), we have generated another about Hut eligibility. During
the last years we have accepted men as commonplace visitors at the
Hut; in the same period we have come to exclude almost all parties
who are not escorted by a Club member. In 19(54 I have refused
two youth groups who had stayed at the Hut for several years previously. Members did not ask for this simply because one party
was untidy and the other noisy; but these arguments did count.
Teenagers are often noisy and untidy, and the Club can with perfect
justification dislike both characteristics. But I hope that once
during the term of office of every Hut Secretary there will be
someone who questions the grounds on which we refuse outside
bookings. One can get too exclusive.
If I doubt the Tightness of our exclusions, perhaps it is because
I may not be a Club member at all. I joined when, to do so, one
needed only to attend a single Meet. At my first (an August) Meet,
three other members were present. One of these I have never seen
again I have even forgotten her name. The two others can neither
of them remember my presence at the Meet; and by some error we
failed to enter any details whatever in the Hut Log. (Hut Secretary
to note!)

The Path to the Hut: July 18th, 19(i4
when 1.3~/' of rain fell in 1-3 minutes.
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Shelagh Back Roger Lewis, c.c. ......
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Mollie Agnew, a daughter, Susan, born
......
Denise Evans, a son, Robin ......
......
......
Fiona Lewis, a daughter, Vicki ......
......
......
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......
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......
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IN MEMORIAM
HELEN BRYAN
HP HOSE of us who went climbing from Dow Crags Climbers' Hut
are not likely to forget the welcome we got from Helen. Time
passed oh so pleasantly, and Coniston was exchanged for Langdale,
but the welcome was unchanged, till Helen left her home in Langdale and spent the war nursing. When peace broke out Langdale
was exchanged for Coniston once more: a different house in
Coniston, but still the same welcome.
Helen herself always said that she wasn't much of a climber,
but she certainly had a real feeling for travel and exploration, and
an immense interest in other people who explored or climbed, or
wanted to do so, and in the Pinnacle Club who fostered those
interests.
Living in the Fell and Rock district she naturally belonged to
that club, but she was also a keen member of the Pinnacle Club,
and one of our Presidents.
While we talked of mountaineering in her sitting-room she kept
us going with her interest, kept our glasses charged, and made us
happy. Wherever she went, India, Iceland, Switzerland or
Morocco, she enjoyed it. That is what I really connect with Helen,
that she enjoyed life. Whether it was time spent painting Pinnacle
Club Dinner Menus, or designing Kneelers for her Parish Church;
time spent in Ski Tours or exploring remote places, or in making
their Coniston garden, she enjoyed it all ... and we enjoyed
knowing her.
EVELYN LEECH.
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MRS. EDEN SMITH
members of long standing she was never that: she was G. for
Gabriel, a name earned while for so long she was our Secretary,
presumably through holding the pen which opened the Pinnacle
portals to those blessed among women who were accepted as members. A pen she only relinquished to become a much-loved President.
A personal friend of Pat Kelly, they were together in the founding of our Club, and her vigorous and friendly interest was its
mainspring for many years. Her ruling idea was to help and
befriend the younger and newer members, whether they were humble
climbers or embryo tigers, and many of us have good reason to
remember her with gratitude and joy.
I remember weekends at Eggerslack Cottage, with ascents and
traverses of its outer walls, for they were built of whole rocks, giving
wonderful foot and handholds: it was never a case of "find me a
rugosity" . . . that house was full of them, and inside it was full of
hospitality.
I remember a week camping and climbing in Wasdale in a
delightful atmosphere of uncritical and generous friendliness, with
G. equally happy on rocks or in rivers, or basting the eggs in the
camp frying-pan to a state of veiled perfection.
She was deeply interested in our Hut from its beginnings, and
loved to stay there, often with other members, often with friends or
family, and sometimes with her amiable bull-terrier.
A boyish figure with close-cropped hair, intensely blue eyes and
a gruff voice, immortalised in one of the Climber's Songs "... when
one boy said that he was the other boy's mother ..."
I can see her now, taking in my rope as I came up to the Nose
on Pillar . . . alight with the pleasure of introducing me to that
classic route, her blue eyes echoed by the harebells flowering in a
crevice behind her head. Colour photography for the masses had
not arrived, but I still have that picture on my retina, and the blues
have not faded.
Someone once said of her "That's the nicest woman I've ever
met". She was.
EVELYN LEECH.
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ELLA MANN STANDRING
D Y the death of Ella Mann Standring in November, 1963, the Club
^ has lost one of its early members. She joined in 1923 and acted
as Honorary Secretary in 1926 and 1927.
She was one of our first leaders on rock, being the first woman to
lead Abraham's Direct Route on the Crowberry Ridge of Buchaille
Etive in 1928. This was outstanding at a time when few women led
the longer and more exposed routes on the higher hills.
Living in Glasgow at that time, it was natural that she should
climb in Scotland with members of the Ladies Scottish Climbing
Club, and thus she gained considerable experience on snow-clad
peaks and icy gullies.
But she loved the rocks best, leading most of the classic climbs
in the Lake District, Wales and Skye. She was an attractive figure on
the hills with her fair hair and neat, agile figure: she was also an
interesting companion, being an expert ornithologist.
She climbed extensively abroad each year, particularly in the
Chamonix Aiguilles, Zermatt, the Dolomites, Norway, Switzerland,
the Engelhorner and the Bregaglia.
She married in 1933 and lived after that in London.
It seems a pity that she was so little known to the members of
the Club, and sad that ill-health in her later years put an early stop
to her activities.
M L JEFFREY.
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TWO STAR RED. By Gwen Moffat. Hodder and Stoughton,
London, 1964. 21s.
The title of the book is taken from one of the R.A.F. Mountain
Rescue signals and the book is an account of the work of mountain
rescue from its wartime beginnings until the present day. Such an
account is most welcome because it is important that the work done
by the R.A.F. Mountain Rescue should be brought to the notice of
all climbers. In this book there are references to something like 45
accidents and of these 36 are concerned with civilians only. Most
climbers at one time or another assist in rescue operations. They do
this in the knowledge that there may be a time when they will be
dependent on others for similar assistance. But the number of
rescue operations in which a member of the R.A.F. team is involved
is very much greater. This work is done for no special pay or
reward and Gwen Moffat's book contains numerous accounts of
the courage and self-sacrifice of these men. It is not at all a dry
official account but an enthralling book which it is difficult to put
down once one has started reading it. It is made personal because
the author is married to John Lees and she writes vividly of her own
experiences when John was called out. She is able to add personal
anecdotes about walking and climbing in the same areas and this
gives a strong feeling of first-hand knowledge of each rescue operation, and although she was not an official member of the team itself
she frequently accompanied them and assisted.
Gwen is always conscious of the fact that she is a woman
describing the activities of an all-male unit and she continually
emphasises the woman's point of view in mountain accidents. This
together with the fact that she is a notable Pinnacle Club Member
makes the book particularly interesting to members of this Club.
She does in fact devote a whole chapter to the greater endurance of
women compared with men when involved in conditions of exposure
and she discusses the factors which may account for this.
The mountain areas covered in the book range from the far
north of Scotland to Eastern Turkey, the casualties from those going
for gentle mountain walks to those climbing severe rock. Any reader
therefore who has been to the mountains at all must get the feeling
that they have on occasions been close to becoming the object of one
or more of these rescues. It is this which makes the book so valu55
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able. It is not a textbook on how to carry out a rescue operation
but it gives excellent instruction on how to avoid becoming the
victim of an accident. It is a book which should be read by all who
are thinking of taking to the hills. They will enjoy the lively writing
and they will learn enormously of the respect which must be paid to
wild and mountainous country. The book should make a valuable
contribution to the campaign to reduce the number of accidents
EILEEN HEALEY.
happening to young people in the hills.
RED PEAK.

By Malcolm Slesser.

Hodder and Stoughton, 1964.

:><)s.
A personal account of the British-Soviet Expedition 1962; and
it is too! This is how books on expeditions in the future will have
to be written. Gone are the days of the "official book of the expedition", the old blow-by-blow diary kind of book. We need a
new angle and in Slesser's book we get it. Doubt has been voiced
to me by friends on the honesty of this account. Don't believe it!
This is a sincere, exciting, refreshing way of writing about an
expedition which tells you all you want to know, and perhaps a
little more, reading between the lines. All this in spite of the appalling bit of verse that serves to introduce it and yet is so apposite the
whole way through. It has been a difficult book to write but he has
pulled it off so well.
Nowadays we are more concerned with how mind and body
react under stress, enduring oneself and reacting with others, rather
than with a sheer beef and brawn struggle to the top. The tragic
deaths of Wilfred Noyce and Robin Smith almost broke up the
expedition altogether. In many ways it was not a satisfactory
expedition. The mountains were shattered, dangerous and frightening (Joe Brown said he'd never have gone up if he'd known what it
was going to be like), and the Russian methods of approach and
climbing did not suit the British individualists. There was the
demon of competition, anathema to the real joy of mountaineering.
The Russian Masters of Sport delighted in showing off and no
doubt they were fitter and in better training than the British, who
missed the "essential" walk in. Also the British were divided
amongst themselves, English versus Scots, which seems childish, but
my celtic blood made me sympathise with the Scottish angle. Ex-
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perience makes me, too, deplore the lack of enthusiasm (though no
doubt well founded) which made Joe and Mac refuse to get out of
bed in the morning, and get going. They needed reviling for this.

NANCY SMITH.
THE ENGLISH OUTCROPS. By Walter Unsworth. Published
by Victor Gollancz. Price 30s.
In attempting to present a comprehensive picture of the major
local outcrops, Mr. Unsworth has taken upon himself a formidable
task.
The book begins with a short historical section which sparsely
covers the careers of the leading outcrop climbers of each generation
from Puttrell to the current tigers. They are adequately covered in
the Guide Books.
The outcrops, a term loosely used, are divided into geological
groups with extra chapters dealing with quarries and sea cliffs and
each group contains a selection of escarpments and other land
features. The final chapter entitled 'Winter Climbing' seems rather
superfluous.
Generally speaking the author does succeed in presenting to the
person, who is unfamiliar with these varied outcrops, a reasonable
picture of what to expect. To the person, however, who is rather
better acquainted, there are a few inconsistencies.
Sandstone climbers may well query the lengthy descriptions of
Harrisons and the omission of High Rocks. Similarly, the casual
dismissal of Brimham as only "an ideal place for just ambling along
on a bright summer's day, climbing a little", will bring indignant
protests from northern gritstone climbers. It is generally agreed to
be one of the better Yorkshire edges. One also wonders how many
present day climbers ascend Amazon Crack at Burbage by a 50 ft.
layback!
The directory of outcrops will be most useful to the enthusiast
who keenly searches out new edges for the odd evening's climbing
in the summer.
The written descriptions are accompanied by good sketches and
sketch maps, and excellent photographs, most of which are the work
of John Cleare.
Jo FULLER
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THE TECHNIQUE OF MOUNTAINEERING. By J. E. B.
Wright. Published under the Auspices of the M.A. by Nicholas
Kaye, London, 1(.K>5. 17s. 6d.
One learns from the dust-jacket of this book that it was written
with the needs of the average climber in mind. With the increasing
numbers of young people starting to climb there is obviously a large,
potential public for a book of this type. Mr. Wright is a figure of
some prominence in the mountaineering world, and his name as
author together with that of the Mountaineering Association which
has supported the book, will undoubtedly encourage young climbers
to buy it. There is much in the book which is informative, such as
the basic training in map-reading, mountain walking, and living in
the mountains. Unfortunately if young rock-climbers, potential
leaders, are going to read Mr. Wright's book and be influenced by it
their likelihood of survival is going to be considerably less than if
they had read no books at all.
'The leader must not come off' is one of the main maxims of
the author: not, ' The leader should not come off'. In fact everyone
knows that leaders do fall when rock-climbing, for various reasons,
some of them totally objective. Luckily not many of them are
killed in most cases because they have used 'protection' a term
which does not appear to be mentioned in this book : 'running belays'
are only mentioned in connection with ice-climbing.
For the Director of Training of the Mountaineering Association
to condemn the use of slings in rock-climbing not only by deliberate
omission, but by pointing to the climber, 'festooned with slings', as
a figure to be ridiculed can only lower the high esteem in which this
organisation is held by the climbing world. Everyone has met
people who have more kit than their ability merits, but most climbers
also realise that these are in the minority. Very few if any of the
new developments in rock-climbing would have been attempted
without a knowledge and use of slings.
One suspects from the tone of Mr. Wright's remarks about
present-day 'tigers' that 'their precepts are suicidal' and they
tread 'a thin line between life and death' that he has chosen to
ignore the reason why so few of them do in fact die because they
use protection well and scientifically, and do rely on their second to
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hold them should they fall. Mr. Wright's antipathy to modern
hard rock-climbers whom he considers to be frequently foolhardy
is put in its true perspective by his description of the days of his
youth when he climbed with Cambridge University men, who
' appeared risky at first sight' but when he knew them better ' growing intimacy with them and their methods revealed that gaiety was
their veneer; under this lay a passionate love of art and craftsmanship '. Plus ga change . . .!
I do not intend to set down any more of my objections to this
book, except that it seems to contain too many lengthy, involved
and unclear statements while omitting the elementary essentials. It
seems strange and regrettable that this book should have been written by someone regarded as an authority in the climbing world.

JANET ROGERS.
THE SUPPLEMENT TO A SELECTION OF SOME 900 BRITISH
AND IRISH MOUNTAIN TOPS AND A SELECTION OF
1,000 TOPS UNDER 2,500 FEET. Vols. I and II. By
William McKnight Docharty. Presented by the author.
In Mr. Docharty's first book, 'A Selection of some 900 British
and Irish Mountain Tops' which appeared in 1954 he listed many of
the mountains and hills between 2,500 ft. and '2,999 ft., a great
number of which he had climbed, and which he felt deserved to be
more widely known.
In the ten years since then he has completed his lists and added
a 1,000 tops under 2,500 ft., which he considers interesting in their
own right.
These two most recent volumes the Foreword and the Epilogue
contain many fine photographs and panoramic views of different
ranges of hills as well as an interesting account of Mr. Docharty's
mountaineering life. His self-imposed task has been superbly
described and illustrated in these excellently produced books.

JANET ROGERS.
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We thank the following Clubs for sending their Journals
Rucksack Club
Midland Association of Mountaineers
Yorkshire Ramblers' Club
Ladies' Alpine Club
Fell and Rock Climbing Club
Lancashire Caving and Climbing Club
Appalachian Mountaineering Club
Cambridge University Mountaineering Club
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